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 Security provisioning has become an important issue in wireless multimedia 

networks because of their crucial task of supporting several services.  

This paper presents Bayesian decision model based reliable route formation 

in internet of things (BDMI). The main objective of the BDMI approach is to 

distinguish unreliable sensor nodes and transmit the data efficiently.  

Active and passive attack recognition methods identify unreliable node 

sensor nodes. Remaining energy, node degree, and packet transmission rate 

parameters to observe their node possibilities for recognizing the passive 

unreliable nodes. In active recognition, the base station (BS) confirms every 

sensor node identity, remaining energy, supportive node rate, node location, 

and link efficiency parameters to detect active unreliable sensor nodes.  

The Bayesian decision model (BDM) efficiently isolates an unreliable sensor 

node in the multimedia network. Simulation outcomes illustrate that the 

BDMI approach can efficiently enhance unreliable node detection and 

minimize the packet loss ratio in the network. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The initiation of technologies in 5G and the internet of things (IoT) indicates the next signal of 

ubiquitous linked society [1]. In exacting, multimedia networks [2] and their continuing union with machine 

learning technologies are broadly predictable to get exciting services and applications for observing, 

pleasurable, training, and functioning in smart homes, smart cities, hills areas [3], healthcare and 

transportation [4]. Conventional security solutions may suffer from opponent attacks in composite 

multimedia transmission scenarios because of the rising count of multimedia sensors and the broad range of 

applications [5]. Security approaches are executed to conquer the conflict between costs and security [6]; as a 

result, failure to defend legitimate transmissions [7], [8]. Hence, this paper concentrates on unreliable node 

detection and improves IoT network security. The Bayesian decision model (BDM) algorithm uses probabilistic 

models and statistical decision-making methods to decide on routing depending on the network’s state and 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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the data transmission reliability needs [9]. The steps involved are as follows [10]: The program continually 

scans the network to acquire data on connection quality, congestion levels, and other pertinent characteristics. 

Problem formulation: trust aggregation authentication protocol founded on the machine learning 

technique (TAML) approach is derived from the trust value based on node behavior [11]. In this approach, 

the sensor node trust value is lesser than a threshold that the node authentication token is unacceptable; next, 

neglect that node. The support vector machine (SVM) algorithm calculates an adaptive trust threshold value. 

However, this approach needs to improve the routing efficiency. BDM-based reliable roting in multimedia 

networks is introduced to solve such issues. It uses a BDM to detect unreliable nodes efficiently. 

Work contribution: the proposed mechanism uses active and passive attack recognition methods to 

identify unreliable node sensor nodes. Remaining energy, node degree, and packet transmission rate parameters to 

observe their node possibilities for recognizing the passive unreliable nodes. In active recognition, the base station 

(BS) confirms every sensor node identity, remaining energy, supportive node rate, node location, and link 

efficiency parameters to detect active unreliable sensor nodes. The BDM efficiently isolates an unreliable sensor 

node in the multimedia network. Simulation outcomes illustrate that the Bayesian decision model based reliable 

route formation in internet of things (BDMI) approach can efficiently enhance unreliable node detection and 

minimize the packet loss ratio in the network. The BDMI approach isolated many attacks, for example, clone 

attacks, blackhole attacks, routing attacks, and malicious attacks. 

Reliable data transmission with a high-security approach using particle swarm optimization for 

selecting an optimal relay node [12]. Encryption encrypts the digital signature, enhancing transmission 

security and confidentiality. However, the cryptography algorithm increases complexity and routing overhead. 

Neural network and SVM algorithms detect the attacker [13]. But, it needs routing efficiency for better data 

transmission. A Bayesian network origin encoding technique is established on dynamic and overlapped 

arithmetic coding that solves the network issues [14]. The Bayesian mechanism contains pricing and auctions 

and receives the Nash Equilibrium points of the fundamental Bayesian games [15]. The prices and allocations 

are adapted by applying the Bayesian information. Bayesian pricing approach that the prices are tailored using 

the Bayesian information to ensure the quality of service (QoS) necessities [16]. The regression learning 

algorithm is utilized to make the condition possible to detect malicious nodes. The Bayesian Nash Equilibrium 

method estimates the effect of imperfect information on fulfilling the QoS necessities. However, the Bayesian 

learning algorithm can’t be able to differentiate active and passive attackers.  

Deep learning algorithm enabled sensor node authentication to enhance network security [17].  

This approach uses blind feature learning and lightweight authentication methods to detect malicious nodes. 

But, it needs to improve the routing efficiency. A secure and efficient privacy-preserving unspecified 

authentication approach offers data security and privacy [18]. A trust-based formal model depicts the fault 

identification procedure and confirms faults [19]. However, this approach not satisfied QoS requirements.  

The Bayesian filter model computes the trust factor by the node behavior to detect the misbehaving nodes [20]. 

A Bayesian trust method that precisely integrates abnormal behavior and observing uncertainty [21].  

This method to learn the thresholds for categorizing nodes as reliable or unreliable is established on their trust 

values. Trust evaluation and update mechanisms are significant in defending network security [22]. Here, the 

trust is computed by the data, link, and node evidence. The penalty and reward components update the trust 

established on the sliding time window [23]. Machine and deep learning introduced the trust model for 

detecting unreliable nodes [24]. This approach applies a Bayesian neural network that joins deep learning with 

possibility modeling for intelligent results in the trust calculation of reliable and unreliable nodes. However, 

these approaches need to improve the routing efficiency in the network. The cooperative routing objective is to 

enhance the lifetime and minimize the route detection cost [25]. This approach uses the fresher encounter 

algorithm to improve energy efficiency and solve dead node issues. But it does not concentrate detects 

unreliable nodes. 

The structure of the remaining parts of the article is as follows: section 2 describes Bayesian 

decision model based reliable route formation in IoT. Passive unreliable node recognition and active 

unreliable node recognition parts are described this section. Next, we evaluate the network performance 

based on simulation results are specified in section 3, and the article’s conclusion in section 4. 

 

 

2. PROPOSED METHOD 

The transmission efficiency minimizes because of channel interference, bandwidth, and packet drop. 

In a wireless multimedia network, every sensor node updates information like node degree, remaining 

energy, faulty status, and node-link status. A sensor node decides the node’s reliability by the BDM.  

The BDM computes the condition possibility using the parameters like node remaining energy, link 

efficiency, and node bandwidth to verify the node reliability. Figure 1 explains the block diagram of the 

BDMI approach. 
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Figure 1. Architecture of the BDMI scheme 

 

 

Here, the possibility is greater than the threshold that the node is reliable. The unreliable detection 

model is done at two levels using BDM algorithm. This approach may be communicated by creating the prior 

possibilities of all sender nodes. The BDM is used to simplify the computation of conditional possibility for 

detecting unreliable nodes. The sender node with the receiver in a BDM has an involved conditional 

probability. 

 

2.1.  Passive unreliable node recognition 

This approach identifies an unreliable node sensor through passive and active attack recognition. 

Managing the execution in dynamic link failures remains a complex role. Wireless link quality degrades 

because node energy is drained, time to live expires, obstacles, or other interference. When the sensor node is 

identified in passive recognition, i.e., link failure occurs at a time; the nodes go to an inactive state in the 

network. In passive attack recognition, sensor nodes are essential to sporadically the node’s remaining 

energy, node degree, and packet transmission ratio parameters to observe their node possibilities for 

recognizing the passive attack. Energy weakening is the foremost cause of the node’s rapid expiry.  

The node’s remaining energy indicates an amount of energy remaining at a particular time. The node 

remaining energy (RE) calculation is specified in (1). 

 

𝑅𝐸 = 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 − 𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 (1) 

 

Each sensor node observes the link quality by the node route request (RREQ) and route reply (RREP) 

messages to ensure connectivity among all sensor nodes called node degree (ND). The failed links are 

recognized utilizing information about the inactivity of wireless connections among nodes. The packet 

transmission ratio (PTR) measures the node-link quality; as a result, the packet can forward to the receiver 

successfully at a lesser cost. The PTR computation is shown in (2), and node passive attack reorganization is 

given in (3). 

 

𝑃𝑇𝑅 =
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡
 (2) 

 

𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =
𝑁𝐷∗ 𝑅𝐸∗𝑃𝑇𝑅

3
 (3) 

 

Where ND indicates the node degree, RE represents the residual energy, and PTR denotes the packet 

transmission ratio. Every sensor node updates its RE, PTR, and ND; then the BS computes the node 

efficiency. Next, the BDM decides whether the node is reliable or unreliable. Finally, isolates passive 

unreliable nodes from the network. 

 

2.2.  Active unreliable node recognition 

The BS continually confirms every sensor node status in active unreliable node recognition. The BS 

preserves the updated details like sensor node identity, remaining energy, node supportive rate, node location, 

and link efficiency. Depending on the updated information, the BS computes the truthful value of every 

sensor node. In this method, each node handles the truthful value table. This table value contains node 

identity (ID), supportive rate, link efficiency, node location, and remaining energy. Sometimes unreliable 

nodes show the wrong ID and wrong position. The node RE indicates the amount of energy remaining at a 

particular time. The unreliable node has the highest RE compared to the other nodes. Thus, these reasons are 

chances that the node is unreliable. The node supportive rate (NSR) indicates the rate of supportive (Supp) 
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and unsupportive (UnSupp) rates between two nodes. That recognizes node behaviors, and this calculation is 

specified in (4). 

 

𝑁𝑆𝑅 = {

𝑃𝑆𝑖,𝑗 =
𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑖,𝑗

𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑖,𝑗+𝑈𝑛𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑖,𝑗+2

𝑃𝑈𝑆𝑖,𝑗 =
𝑈𝑛𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑖,𝑗

𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑖,𝑗+𝑈𝑛𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑖,𝑗+2

  (4) 

 

Where PSi,j indicates the probability that node i trust node j will execute supportively during RREQ 

packet distribution action and probability unsupportive (PUSi,j) represents the probability that node i trust 

node j will perform not supportively during RREP packet distribution action. Suppi,j and UnSuppi,j are the 

supportive and unsupportive rates that node i control for node j. If probability supportive (PSi,j) is larger than 

the threshold, that node chances the reliable and/or PUSi,j is larger than the threshold, and that node chances 

an active unreliable node in the network. The link efficiency represents the link strength between two nodes. 

Link efficiency can be measured by applying parameters, for example, received signal strength indication 

(RSSI) [26], distance and node degree. the link efficiency computation is specified in the (5). 

 

𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =
𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼−𝑁𝐷

Dist
 (5) 

 

Where RSSI represents the received signal strength indication, dist represents the distance, and ND 

indicates the node degree. The BS checks the sensor node ID, location, link efficiency and NSR values.  

Then, decides whether the node is reliable or actively unreliable by applying the BDM. Finally, separates an 

active unreliable node from the network. 

 

2.3.  BDM 

The specified suggestions are utilized in originating a rational decision from true evidence. In this 

approach, the BDM is used to decide the possibilities of specific event types. The suggestion is applied to 

calculate the conditional probability for variables with specified information regarding other sensor nodes. 

BDM is a technique of inference in that Bayes’ rule is utilized to inform the possibility evaluate for a 

suggestion as an extra confirmation. The BDM purpose is to compute the node trust values in a network. 

Assume that the entire node forwards data from a node to a receiver self-governing from each other. That is, 

if one node is established as unreliable, the possibility of the following packet is unreliable. This possibility 

assumption represents that the attacks can emerge in several forms in one or many nodes. Figure 2 explains 

the flowchart of the BDMI approach. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Flowchart of BDMI approach 
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From Figure 2, RE, PTR, and ND factors are used to recognize the passive unreliable sensor nodes, 

and node ID, RE, NSR, location, and link efficiency factors are used to recognize the active unreliable sensor 

node. Then, the BDM algorithm concludes an unreliable sensor node based on sensor node possibility. If the 

sensor node possibility is higher than a threshold, that node decides it is unreliable or else unreliable.  

The threshold value is present between 0 and 1. The threshold value is set to 0.5 value. The BDM assumption 

applies to passive unreliable, active unreliable, and reliable sensor nodes specified in (6)-(8). Here,  

ni indicates a sensor node, UN represents the total unreliable sensor node, P indicates the possibility of 

reliable and unreliable sensor nodes, and RN indicates the reliable sensor node. 

 

𝑃(𝑈𝑁|𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑈𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒) =
P(𝑛𝑖 𝑖𝑠 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 |𝑈𝑁)∗𝑃(𝑈𝑁)

P(𝑛𝑖 𝑖𝑠 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒)
 (6) 

 

𝑃(𝑈𝑁|𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑈𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒) =
P(𝑛𝑖 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 |𝑈𝑁)∗𝑃(𝑈𝑁)

P(𝑛𝑖 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒)
 (7) 

 

𝑃(𝑅𝑁| 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒) =
P(𝑛𝑖 𝑖𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 |𝑅𝑁)∗𝑃(𝑅𝑁)

P(𝑛𝑖 𝑖𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒)
 (8) 

 

 

3. SIMULATION ANALYSIS 

In this work, the network simulator -2.35 tool measures the network function of TAML and BDMI 

approaches. The simulation environment utilizes 100 sensor nodes, and these nodes’ transmission range is set 

to 250 meters [27]. BDMI and TAML approach simulation time is 200 seconds, using 30 unreliable sensor 

nodes. Every node communicates data packets at a pre-set rate is 2 Mega bits per seconds, and it applies to 

the 802.11 system. The computational complexity of the BDMI approach is O(n3). It detects the performance 

of TAML and BDMI approaches in terms of the packet transmission ratio, average delay, throughput ratio, 

packet loss ratio, normalized routing load and unreliable node detection ratio based on several unreliable 

nodes. Figure 3 explains the packet transmission ratio and Figure 4 explains an average delay based on the 

number of unreliable nodes. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 3. Packet transmission ratio of TAML and 

BDMI based on the number of unreliable nodes 

 

Figure 4. Average delay of TAML and BDMI based 

on the number of unreliable nodes 

 

 

Figure 3 minimizes the packet transmission ratio with the number of unreliable nodes increasing.  

In the TAML approach, the packet transmission ratio is meager when the number of unreliable nodes is high. 

The following hop selection for forwarding a node-link quality is terrible. But, the BDMI approach selects 

the forwarder node by opportunistic routing; as a result, it raises the packet transmission ratio. From Figure 4, 

the unreliable node rises, and the average delay value increases since an unreliable node makes an additional 

delay. However, the BDMI approach has a lesser average delay since it detects unreliable nodes efficiently 

by the Bayesian decision model. Figure 5 displays the throughput ratio and Figure 6 demonstrates a detection 

ratio based on the number of unreliable nodes. 
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Figure 5. Throughput ratio of TAML and BDMI based 

on the number of unreliable nodes 

 

Figure 6. Detection ratio of TAML and BDMI 

based on the number of unreliable nodes 
 

 

According to Figure 5, the BDMI approach uses a BDM for isolating unreliable nodes and forwarder 

node selection based on node energy, node RSSI, node packet transmission ratio, and node available 

bandwidth to improve the routing efficiency. Thus, the BDMI approach increases the network throughput in 

the network. From Figure 6, the BDMI approach has the highest detection ratio compared to the TAML 

approach since the BDMI approach uses a BDM to separate an active by applying ND, RE, and PTR 

parameters. In addition, the BDM isolates passive unreliable sensor nodes based on sensor node ID, RE, 

location, link efficiency, and NSR values. Though, the TAML approach using the trust method can’t detect 

unreliable nodes efficiently. Figure 7 explains packet loss ratio and Figure 8 displays the normalized routing 

load based on the number of unreliable nodes. 
 

 

  
 

Figure 7. Packet loss ratio of TAML and BDMI based 

on the number of unreliable nodes 

 

Figure 8. Normalized routing load of TAML and 

BDMI based on the number of unreliable nodes 
 
 

Figure 7 raises the packet loss ratio with the number of unreliable nodes increasing. In the TAML 

approach, the packet loss ratio is high when the number of unreliable nodes is high. The following hop 

selection for forwarding a node-link quality is terrible. But, the BDMI approach detects the active and 

passive unreliable node efficiently; as a result, it minimizes the packet loss ratio. From Figure 8,  

the unreliable node rises, and the normalized routing load value increases since an unreliable node makes an 

additional routing load. However, the BDMI approach has a lesser routing load since it detects unreliable 

nodes efficiently by the Bayesian decision model. The existing TAML mechanism has the highest routing 

load compare to the BDMI mechanism since it can’t detect an unreliable node efficiently. 
 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Traditional security solutions lack computing effectiveness and deal with promising security 

challenges. Generally, in a wireless network, passive unreliable nodes affect the network simply, and active 

unreliable nodes affect the network efficiently. Thus, active and passive attack recognition is vital for 
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detecting unreliable node sensor nodes. Remaining energy, node degree, and packet transmission ratio 

parameters observed their node possibilities for recognizing the passive unreliable sensor nodes. In active 

unreliable node recognition, the BS confirmed every sensor node identity, remaining energy, node supportive 

rate, node location, and link efficiency parameters detected active attacks. Next, the BDM confirmed active 

and passive unreliable sensor nodes efficiently. Simulation results demonstrated that the BDMI approach 

reduced packet losses and network delay. Furthermore, the BDMI approach raised the packet transmission 

ratio and increased unreliable sensor nodes detection efficiently. The BDMI approach isolated many attacks, 

for example, clone attacks, blackhole attacks, routing attacks, and malicious attacks. However, the BDMI 

approach can’t be able to detect a gray hole attack. The data integrity algorithm may be used to detect the 

gray hole attack in the future. 
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